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How many guys to fix a stuck chain?

We&#39;re thinking if we all peer intently enough at the stuck chain, it will give up and fix itself. Or something like that.
Not just the normal through-the-park ride this morning, but a run down the "middle fork" of dead-end Skyline roads (Star
Hill/Swett), since west-side Old LaHonda is still closed on weekdays (we know; we rode by on Tuesday to check).
We were heading back up at a pretty good clip until Nigel had a nasty case of jammed chain, bringing him to a quick halt and giving
the opportunity for our full complement of bike & tech-savvy guys a chance to feel pretty stupid and helpless as we first tried to pry
it out (failed), next thought about cutting the chain (which we quickly realized still would have left the jammed part... jammed), then
remove the crank (failed again) and finally remove both chainrings (success!).
The worst part was that this ate up a bunch of time, requiring us to head back via Tunitas and down Kings. Well, it was pretty cold
up top (46 degrees) so Karl, Nigel, Kevin & Jan decided that the best way to get warmed up would be to really punch it on that
gradual climb back up to Skyline. Ouch. I dropped off the back for a bit but gradually clawed my way back towards the leaders.
Despite what seemed like a pretty good run up there, Strava, as usual, shows "There are no accomplishments for this ride."

Check out the "speed" line (blue) to see how long we were stopped
But there could have been accomplishments! I just checked the downloaded data, and found, for this segment, that subtracting the
time we spent stopped for Nigel's chain mess, we would have had one heck of a great time! If you can believe the data, some of us
would have come close to a new Strava record for that segment. How? My total time for that segment was 33:57, but we had stopped
for about 16 minutes, 38 seconds. That leaves just over 17 minutes actual riding time. Not bad!
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